
Looking for more ideas & inspiration?  
Check out our Studio Blog & Idea Galleries!

Find us on Facebook!

To order Bella Blvd e-mail us for wholesale information: sales@bellablvd.net

“ Memorial Day ”

Designed by Laura Vegas

Supply List:
Patterned Paper:  1 sheet each: Sprinkles & Lace Surf N Turf Item #255 (Sophisticates),  
  Borders Item #357 (Winter Wonder),  Dinomite Item #197 (Mr. Boy), 
  Quadrants Item #203 (Mr. Boy), Quadrants Item #190 (Family Dynamix).

Stickers:  1 sheet Winter Wonder Alpha+Bits Item #359, 1 sheet Blue High Five 
  Alphabets stickers Item #259 (Sophisticates).

Chipboard:   1 package Ciao Chip Borders Item #266 (Sophisticates).

Button Market:  Stars buttons Item #277.

Stick Pin Flags:  Patriotic Flags Item #397.

Tools Needed:
Trimmer, scissors, assorted circle punches, sunburst punch (optional), hole punch, 
adhesive, dimensional adhesive and thread.

Directions:
1.  Use Sprinkles & Lace Surf  N Turf  patterned paper as layout base. 
2.  Trim Quadrants (grid backside) paper to 10.5 x 10.5”; adhere to center of Surf  N Turf  .
3.  Adhere blue scalloped border from Alpha+Bits stickers across page, about 3.5” 
     from bottom of page.
4.  Adhere red scalloped chipboard border from Chipboard Borders above blue sticker  
     border using, dimensional adhesive.
5.  Print three photos, at 3x4” each, then adhere to layout above red chipboard border.
6.  Gather different sized circle punches, sunburst punch (optional) and hole punch too. 
     Punch an assortment of circles from Dinomite (red circles backside), Quadrants (blue      
     circles backside) and Quadrants (grid backside) patterned papers.
7.  Layer various punched pieces together, using dimensional adhesive on some layers.    
     Sprinkle the layered pieces down the left side of the page, adhere using dimensional    
     adhesive on some pieces.
8.  Tuck a few Patriotic Stick Pin Flags under the punched circles. Next, adhere a few    
     threaded Star Buttons to some of the punched circles.
9.  Using alphabet stickers from the Alpha+Bits stickers & the High Five Alphabets stickers,  
     add title to bottom right corner of page.
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